
WHAT MAKES BEAST® HOOK
UNIQUE?

HOOK

Large diameter, quick-twist handle
–  easy to grip/adjust while wearing concrete gloves and gives the  
 ability to apply a substantial amount of torque

No tools necessary to clamp screed hook onto stake or rebar

“Sight Window” on both sides of the barrel allows user to 
 quickly locate top of slab elevation

Internal, concealed coil threads 
–  stay clean in harsh concrete environments
–  allows for fast, easy adjustment in the field

Superior quickness and ease of clamping 
 to either a stake or rebar

WINNER “World of Concrete” MIP 2017!
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HOOK

It’s quick, simple, and easy to install. 
 
Beast Hook eliminates the need for separate tools 
necessary when setting traditional screed hooks. 
Instead, it is designed with an easy grip large diame-
ter, quick-twist handle for lightning-fast adjustment 
in the field, even while wearing concrete gloves. You 
can use Beast Hook on any import or domestic round 
nail stakes up to ¾” diameter, ¾” square nail stakes, 
and on most #4, #5, and #6 rebar. Or use with Beast® 
Foot and Beast® Form Stake and make it a vapor 
barrier-safe overhead screed system.
 
Contractors can easily locate their top of slab 
elevation through Beast Hook’s revolutionary “sight 
windows”, conveniently located on both sides of the 
barrel. No more adjust, stop, check, repeat… Stego 
Industries is striving to give you products that make 

your crews more efficient on the jobsite, which trans-
lates to savings for the contractor.
 
Beast Hook is engineered to be re-used over and 
over again for maximum value. Internal, concealed 
coil threads stay clean in harsh concrete environ-
ments and allow for hassle-free installation. No more 
rusty threads, no more labor intensive difficult to use, 
old-fashioned screed hooks.

Locate It, and Lock It Down!

BEAST® HOOK IS A FASTER, EASIER
WAY TO SET 2X4 OVERHEAD SCREEDS.



Learn more about BEAST HOOK
 and other BEAST Concrete Accessories 

at:  www.stegoindustries.com

GAME-CHANGING BARRIER SOLUTIONS

Stego Industries, LLC (“Stego”) is the exclusive Representative for Drago Wrap and Pango Wrap. All designated trademarks are the intellectual property of Stego or the entity for which it is acting 
as a Representative. Installation, Warranty, State Approval Information and Disclosure of Representative Status: www.stegoindustries.com/legal. ©2019 Stego Industries, LLC.  All rights reserved.

Please contact us to get in touch with the nearest Stego representative.  
We look forward to working with you on your next project.    
877-464-7834    |   www.stegoindustries.comContact

Improve efficiency and maintain concrete floor levelness 
with the BEAST SCREED SYSTEM!

Now concrete placement crews can 
utilize the BEAST SCREED SYSTEM 
on elevated deck pours with 
BEAST® DECK FOOT.

BEAST® SCREED is a fixed-
elevation, point-to-point guide 
screed system designed to replace 
common wet-screed methods.

Pull Tab for 
quick and easy 
installations.

VAPOR BARRIER SAFE!

Beast® FORM STAKE can be used with 
Beast® Foot as part of the Stego vapor 
barrier-safe forming system which 
meets ASTM E1643 requirements. 
Beast Form Stake can also be used
 with Beast Foot and Beast Hook as a
 vapor barrier-safe 2x4 screed system.

Preventing punctures in 
the vapor barrier!


